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An award winning archetype.

With strong form, the recycling vessels move out 
of the shadows. Make room for the 2019 German 
Design Award Winner - Arkityp . 
Together, Arkityp, Arkiv, & Arkad, give an elegant 
and strong impression to create order in your 
recycling needs. 

Typical function with atypical shape. Slightly 
roughened lacquered aluminum with a matte 
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The tight but natural looking design language. 
Based on the archetype of a recycling vessel on 
wheels, they are modern sorting furnitures that 
do not need to be hidden away.
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German Design Award Winner 2019

“The design translates the classic waste bin 
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setting thanks to its clear, elegant shape 
and fun details. A nice idea for an area that 
has unattractive dustbins.”

- Jury statement

Playfully pleasing center piece.

Exhibit gives the hidden and undesired a central 
and attractive position. Sorting with artistic pride 
and well-preserved childishness.

With equal parts humor and seriousness, Exhibit 
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exhibition. Here, both the playfulness and the 
environmental consideration, are the focal 
points. Why not curate your own environmental 
exhibition in the middle of the room, with your 
units at the exact throwing-distance?

Exhibit are the sorting bins that can withstand 
exposure. With push openings and without 
handles, the appearance of a bare 
podium, is enhanced.
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E X H I B I T

“There is a lack of playful recycling.  What would 
happen if we would make the recycling in to an 
exhibition instead of hiding it. Create a center 
piece. And so Exhibit was born.”

- ADDI


